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Gd-doped ZnO thin films were prepared using pulsed laser deposition at different oxygen pressures and

varied Gd concentrations. The effects of oxygen deficiency-related defects on the Gd incorporation,

optical and structural properties, were explored by studying the impact of oxygen pressure during

deposition and post-growth thermal annealing in vacuum. Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry

revealed that the Gd concentration increases with increasing oxygen pressure for samples grown

with the same Gd-doped ZnO target. Unexpectedly, the c-lattice parameter of the samples tends

to decrease with increasing Gd concentration, suggesting that Gd-defect complexes play an

important role in the structural properties. Using low-temperature photoluminescence (PL), Raman

measurements and density functional theory calculations, we identified oxygen vacancies as the

dominant intrinsic point defects. PL spectra show a defect band related to oxygen vacancies for

samples grown at oxygen deficiency. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4941434]

INTRODUCTION

Zinc oxide (ZnO) has strong potential for advanced

optoelectronic and spintronic applications1 due to its direct

wide band gap (�3.3 eV), high exciton binding energy

(60 meV) and the availability of lattice-matched sub-

strates.1,2 Doping ZnO with rare earth (RE3þ) ions enables

further electrical, optical, and magnetic applications due to

the unique character of partially filled 4f shells.3–6 For exam-

ple, Yang et al.4 reported a light-emitting diode prototype

based on RE-doped ZnO, capable of emitting across all

wavelengths in the entire visible region. In addition, Gd-

doped/implanted ZnO exhibited room temperature (RT)

ferromagnetic behavior that has been attributed to defect/im-

purity bands mediated by Gd dopants.7–12

Another interesting phenomenon that has been observed

in Gd-doped ZnO is a Kondo-like effect, occurring due to a

coupling between carriers and localized spin.13 More specifi-

cally, the electrostatic tuning of Kondo effect in Gd-doped

ZnO was demonstrated for electrical-double layer transistor

applications.11 For ZnO materials, the trivalent RE3þ ions

are found to preferentially occupy substitutional or slightly

displaced Zn sites.11,12,14 However, thus far, few detailed

investigations of the effect of growth conditions on the opti-

cal and structural properties of RE in situ doped ZnO have

been carried out.

In this work, we study the optical and structural proper-

ties of in situ Gd-doped ZnO films grown on lattice-matched

substrate and identify the effect of intrinsic point defects

(that accompany RE dopants) influenced by the oxygen pres-

sure during deposition and post-growth thermal vacuum

annealing on the Gd distribution.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUES

Gd-doped ZnO thin films were prepared using pulsed

laser deposition (PLD) on near lattice-matched (11�20)

a-Al2O3 substrate (lattice mismatch 0.08%)15 that was used

to reduce the formation of line defects. The major advantage

of the PLD system is the possibility of transferring material

components stoichiometrically from the prepared target to

the film using proper gas pressures and laser conditions.16

The Gd-doped ZnO PLD targets were prepared by mixing

99.9–99.5 wt. % ZnO (99.999% pure) and 0.1–0.5 wt. %

Gd2O3 (99.99% pure) powder in a ball mill for several hours.

The material was subsequently dried before being com-

pressed in a Hydraulic die (�5 Tonnes/in.2). These raw

pellets were sintered at 1000 �C for 12 h in air. A KrF laser

with a wavelength of 248 nm was used to deposit Gd-doped

as well as undoped ZnO films.

Laser frequency, number of pulses, target-substrate

distance, laser energy and substrate temperature were set at

10 Hz, 6500 pulse, 50 mm, 520 mJ, and 650 �C respectively.

The chamber was initially evacuated to a background pressure

of 3� 10�5 Torr. For the deposition of different samples, the

oxygen pressure (Pd) varied from 5 to 100 mTorr. Two sets of

samples were prepared—one using different targets with dif-

ferent Gd2O3 wt. %, and the other using the same target and at

different Pd, as shown in Table I. Some samples were subse-

quently annealed in vacuum (�7.5� 10�4 mTorr) at 350 �C
to examine the effect of vacuum annealing and oxygen

deficiency-related defects on the structural and optical proper-

ties. For the purpose of comparison, undoped ZnO samples

were prepared and deposited using similar PLD conditions;

however, a larger number of pulses was used compared to

Gd-doped ZnO samples to produce thicker samples with good

structural and optical quality.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

iman.roqan@kaust.edu.sa
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Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) was car-

ried out using a beam of 1.8 MeV Helium ions. The spectra

were obtained using a silicon p-i-n diode detector in IBM ge-

ometry. The RBS spectra were fitted with the NDF software

package.17 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was performed on a

Bruker D8 Discover high resolution XRD system by selecting

the CuKa1 line with k¼ 1.5406 Å. Micro-photoluminescence

(lPL) was carried out using a Horiba JY LabRAM Aramis

spectrometer with an LMU-15x-NUV lens in a Linkam

THMS600 stage. The lPL measurements were performed at

77 K by an open loop cryostat using liquid nitrogen and a

325 nm (He-Cd) laser served as excitation source. Room tem-

perature (RT) Raman spectra were acquired by a LabRAM

Aramis Horiba JY spectrometer. The measurements were car-

ried out in the 50–1200 cm�1 spectral range. The samples

were excited using a Diode-Pumped Solid-State (DPSS) laser

with a wavelength of 473 nm. An Olympus 100� lens objec-

tive magnification was used to focus and collect the light

scattered from the samples. The emitted light was collected

by a spectrograph with a grating of 1800 lines/mm and a

CCD camera cooled by liquid nitrogen.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Film thickness and Gd concentration were evaluated by

RBS measurements for both sets of samples, as summarized

in Table I. The RBS spectra of samples that were grown at

different Gd concentrations and at different Pd are shown in

Figures 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. For Gd-doped ZnO

Samples, Figure 1(a) and Table I indicate that Gd incorpora-

tion in the target changes the sample thickness. This can be

due to a change in the density of the target and therefore its

thermal conductivity, which depends on the impurity compo-

sition.18,19 The data reported in Table I shows that the Gd

concentration in the films is slightly different from that in

the corresponding targets. It is known that the transfer ratio

of the species from the target to the film depends on the type

of the atoms. Each chemical species has different angular

distribution in the plume. In addition, the gaseous pressure

and the laser fluence on the target affect the transfer ratio,

depending on the mass and charge state of the transferred

ions.18

Figure 1(b) shows RBS spectra for samples D1, D2, and

D3 grown with the same GdZnO target but under different

oxygen pressures (Set 2). The fit results are summarized in

Table I. Figure 2(a) indicates that Gd concentration in ZnO

matches the target concentration in sample D3 but decreases

as Pd decreases (i.e., under oxygen poor conditions) showing

that optimizing the background oxygen pressure is important

for maintaining the equilibrium composition of the target in

the as-grown samples.20 The sample D1 grown in oxygen

poor conditions furthermore shows increased surface rough-

ness as suggested by the distortion of the Zn-barrier in the

RBS spectrum. The increased straggling due to this surface

roughness causes the elevated yield between the signals for

Al and Zn (around channels 400–550) and is well described

by the roughness models implemented in the NDF code.

Note that the small peak around channel no 435 is not due to

the sample but due to a silicon contamination originating

from silicon paste used to mount the samples and transferred

to the surface during ultra-sound cleaning. Due to high sur-

face roughness it could not be completely removed. In order

to confirm the influence of oxygen deficiency on Gd concen-

tration, sample D3 (grown at relatively high Pd¼ 100 mTorr)

was post-annealed in vacuum with an annealing temperature

of 350 �C, chosen to be above the oxygen binding energy.21

Annealing the sample at oxygen deficiency condition

resulted in a reduction in the Gd concentration, as shown in

Figure 2(a) and Table I, which is in line with the results of

samples grown in oxygen poor conditions. This change in

Gd concentration may be due to the change of the stoichio-

metric ratio of ZnO with vacuum annealing. However, it

should be noted that RE atom diffusion in implanted ZnO

single crystals was seen to set in at considerably higher tem-

peratures around 1000 �C,14 suggesting that sample morphol-

ogy and crystal quality play an important role.

TABLE I. Film thickness and Gd concentration of Gd-doped ZnO samples determined by RBS.

Sample Gd in target (wt. %) Pd (mTorr) Measured Gd (at. %) Thickness (nm) Average measured Gd (wt. %)

Set 1: concentration A 0.25 25 0.07 241 0.13

B 0.5 25 0.21 374 0.41

Set 2: Pressure D1 0.15 5 0.04 267 0.07

D2 50 0.05 334 0.10

D3 100 0.08 322 0.15

D3 (annealed) 100 0.06 363 0.12

FIG. 1. RBS random spectra for Gd doped ZnO samples deposited by PLD

on a-Al2O3 (a) for different concentration of Gd at Pd¼ 25 mTorr (note that
undoped ZnO is thicker due to a larger number of pulses during PLD com-
pared to Gd-doped samples), (b) same concentration at different Pd.

065301-2 Flemban et al. J. Appl. Phys. 119, 065301 (2016)
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Sample quality and lattice parameters were evaluated

using XRD. Long range 2h-x scans only show the symmet-

ric reflections 002, 004 and 006 of wurtzite ZnO showing

that the films are c-axis oriented. Furthermore, the asymmet-

ric (104) reflections, although broad, were found in the posi-

tions expected for the wurtzite lattice revealing a single

crystalline structure for all samples but indicating a high

mosaicity. No phase segregation or Gd clustering was

observed for any of the samples. The lattice parameters were

obtained using the Extended Bond Method22 with the (004)

and (104) planes. The center and full width at half maximum

(FWHM) for each rocking curve were determined by fitting

the experimental data with asymmetric Pseudo-Voigt func-

tions. The uncertainties given in Table II were estimated

considering the error of finding the curve centers. Figures

2(b) and 2(c) and Table II show the lattice parameters for the

same two sets of samples presented in Table I. For Set 1

(Sample A and B), the a-parameter tends to increase while

the c-parameter decreases with Gd incorporation compared

to an undoped ZnO, as shown in Table II. The shrinkage of

c-parameter suggests the presence of an inclusion of vacan-

cies that accompany Gd dopants in ZnO—a phenomenon

that can arise due to crystal distortion during doping.11 For

Set 2 with varying Pd, the c-parameter contracts with

increasing Pd (oxygen-rich environment), as shown in Figure

2(c). It should also be noted that, based on the RBS results,

Gd concentration increases with increasing Pd (Figure 2(a)).

Therefore, the c-parameter contraction at higher Gd concen-

trations is consistent with the results obtained for Set 1. We

also investigate crystal quality by studying the FWHM of the

rocking curves. Figure 2(d) shows that FWHM of the 004

rocking curves increases with the Gd concentration. Rocking

curve broadening of the symmetric reflections can be due to

a short lateral coherence length or due to mosaic tilt. The lat-

ter can be caused for example by dislocations. A largera-

mount of Gd in a sample increases the likelihood of defect

formation which in turn can broaden the rocking curves.

However, a different grain size in the two samples cannot be

excluded.23

For a simple substitution of Gd on Zn sites, an increase

in the lattice parameter values would be expected due to the

larger ionic radius of Gd compared to Zn. In particular, for

pseudomorphic growth on the near lattice matched substrate

the c-parameter should expand while the in-plane a parameter

should remain unchanged. The fact that both lattice parame-

ters change confirms that the growth is not pseudomorphic

(the a-parameter tends to increase with increasing Gd concen-

tration). The reduction of the c-parameter value with Gd

FIG. 2. (a) The effect of increasing Pd

and vacuum annealing on Gd concen-

tration. Variation of parameter c and a
estimated by XRD as (b) a function of

the Gd concentration and (c) Pd. (The

vertical bars indicating the errors). (d)

The FWHM of the (004) rocking

curves as a function of the Gd-

concentration, and Pd.

TABLE II. The measured lattice parameters a and c for Gd-doped ZnO samples with the measured Gd concentrations.

Sample RBS measured Gd (wt. %) Pd (mTorr) a (Å) Error da (Å) c (Å) Error dc (Å)

Set 1: concentration Undoped ZnO 0 25 3.245 0.001 5.214 0.001

A 0.07 3.248 0.011 5.202 0.003

B 0.21 3.257 0.008 5.187 0.003

Set 2: Pressure D1 0.04 5 3.246 0.009 5.204 0.002

D2 0.05 50 3.258 0.004 5.195 0.001

D3 0.08 100 3.257 0.010 5.190 0.003

D3 (annealed) 0.06 3.261 0.003 5.191 0.001

065301-3 Flemban et al. J. Appl. Phys. 119, 065301 (2016)
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concentration, despite the substitution of Gd on Zn sites, can

only be explained by the formation of Gd-defect complexes.

Therefore, for further investigation, density functional theory

(DFT) calculations, which were performed using the Vienna

Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)24,25 with projector

augmented wave potentials, and a plane-wave expansion up

to 600 eV.26 Reasonably sufficient k-meshes for different

supercells (3� 3� 3 mesh for 72-atom supercell) were

sampled to optimize both the volume and ion positions. The

exchange and correlations were treated within the Perdew-

Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (GGA).

For the localized Zn 3d and Gd 4f states, Hubbard U correc-

tion was taken into account with Ueff at 5 eV for Zn d and

6 eV for Gd f states,27 respectively, to deal with Coulomb

interaction. All configurations were fully relaxed until the

forces per atom are converged to less than 0.02 eV/Å. The

energy convergence was set to 5� 10�5 eV. Our simulations

show that the a- and c-lattice parameters change in Gd doped

ZnO with respect to those of pure ZnO (a¼ 3.236 Å,

c¼ 5.204 Å) as shown in Fig. 3. The isolated oxygen vacancy

(VO) introduces a shrinkage in both lattice parameters

whereas the isolated Zn vacancy (VZn) enlarge the c-lattice

parameter. Furthermore, the isolated Gd atoms in the substi-

tutional sites (Gdsub) enlarge both lattice parameter values as

expected. For Gdsub-VO and Gdsub-2VO complexes, we show

the parameters of the energetically most favourable values,

which were determined by minimizing the total energy of a

series of configurations constructed in a 72-atom supercell.

This indicates a preference for a low density of Gdsub-VO

complexes, which supports our assumption. Fig. 3 shows that

VO defects shrink the lattice, counteracting the expansion

induced by Gdsub impurities when they form Gdsub-VO and

Gd-2VO complexes. Note that Gd-2VO does not modify the

a-parameter. This result is in line with the XRD results. Gd

on the Zn site should have a tetrahedral coordination with

the bond length along the c-axis slightly shorter than the

bond-lengths along the three equivalent O-sites in the basal

plane. Clustering of Gd on adjacent substitutional sites within

the basal plane is also consistent with our observations. It

should be noted that interstitial defects in ZnO were shown to

be very mobile at temperatures below room temperature and

should play a minor role in the present observations.28

Therefore, assuming that Gd-oxygen deficiency complexes

(mainly, Gd-VO and Gd-2VO) are at the origin of the c-con-

traction, it can be posited that a complex equilibrium between

the formation of isolated oxygen vacancy (which should be

increased at low Pd) and the formation of Gd-VO complexes

exists, which depends on both Gd concentration (which

increases at higher Pd) and VO-concentration (which

decreases at higher Pd).

Vacuum annealing is expected to create oxygen defi-

ciency conditions and may affect the Gd-oxygen deficiency

complexes. RBS shows a decrease in Gd content, while the

lattice parameters remain unchanged (Fig. 2(c)) within

the limits of experimental uncertainties. It is worth noting

that, for implanted samples, RE ions were only seen to dif-

fuse at considerably higher temperatures around 1000 �C.14

The effect of VO on Gd diffusion is not clear at this point.

However, there is no evidence of a significant change of the

number of Gd-VO, since the lattice parameters remain

unchanged.

Optical spectroscopy is one of the most powerful tools

that can be used to study the influence of the intrinsic point

defects of the materials.29,30 The type of defects can be iden-

tified by studying defect band emission from PL spectra of

the samples. For Set 1, Figure 4(a) shows the PL spectra of

Sample A and B, both of which reveal a green band emission

centered at �525 nm (�2.36 eV), which increases with Gd

concentration. This band increases with Gd concentration.

The origin of this band has been suggested to be related to

oxygen vacancies (VO) or zinc vacancies (VZn).31–33 Other

studies found that this green band in ZnO can be attributed

also to complex defects such as zinc interstitial (Zni)
34 or

OZn antisites.35 Moreover, deep-level transient spectroscopy

(DLTS),36,37 electron paramagnetic resonance,38,39 and opti-

cally detected magnetic resonance,37,39,40 have confirmed

that this band is related to electron transition from VO, as a

deep donor level to recombine with a hole in the valence

band.36,37 Thermo-luminescence measurements provide evi-

dence for the presence of two potential emission centers for

the green luminescence in ZnO that are associated with a pair

of VO�VZn related defects.33 Therefore, PL confirms that

large numbers of VO are present in the doped samples. This

is in agreement with the assumption that these vacancies may

be responsible for the reduction in the c-parameter as Gd

concentration increases, and in particular, when Gd-VO com-

plexes are formed.

Figure 4(b) shows the PL spectra for the samples grown

at different Pd (Set 2). As can be seen, when Pd increases

from 5 to 100 mTorr, the green emission intensity decreases

significantly, corroborating the assumption that this band is

related to VO. With increasing Pd, the band experiences a

redshift from �483 nm (�2.55 eV) to �500 nm (�2.48 eV),

respectively, and a red band becomes dominant, for sample

grown at 100 mTorr (Sample D3). Such a red band was

attributed to electron transitions from oxygen interstitial (Oi)

FIG. 3. DFT calculations of the length of the lattice parameters a and c by

introducing vacancies and substitutional Gd impurities in the ZnO

supercell.
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or VZn levels that are created in oxygen-rich condi-

tions,33,41–44 as confirmed by DLTS.36,37 In order to confirm

the type of defects in these samples, PL measurements were

carried out for the vacuum-annealed Sample D3 grown at

100 mTorr (Figure 4(c)). As expected for annealing in

oxygen deficient conditions, the PL spectrum of Sample D3

(annealed) shows a significant reduction in the red band,

whereby the spectrum becomes dominated by the green

band, which is attributed to VO. No significant change in the

c-parameter is observed for vacuum annealed samples,

although VO concentration is higher and a significant reduc-

tion in Gd concentration is observed. These findings suggest

that the observed changes in lattice parameters in some sam-

ples are neither due to isolated VO nor to isolated GdZn but

rather to the formation of Gd-defect complexes.

RT Raman spectroscopy was carried out to confirm the

type of the point defects. It is known that the space group of

wurtzite ZnO is C4
6v with two formula units per primitive

cell. Figure 5 shows typical wurtzite ZnO Raman spectra for

Sample A and B and an undoped sample of ZnO. Some ZnO

phonon modes are observed, dominated by E2(low) and

E2(high) at 99.8 and 439 cm�1, respectively, as shown in

Figure 5(a). On the other hand, the other modes, such as

A1(TO), A1(LO), E1(TO), and E1(LO) (at 380, 579, 409.5,

and 588 cm�1, respectively) are overlapped with the lines of

the sapphire substrate at 380, 431, 450, and 577 cm�1 as

indicated by the asterisks.1,45–47 The two nonpolar E2(low)

and E2(high) are Raman active, since E2(high) is related to

the vibration of oxygen atoms, while the E2(low) is related to

the heavy Zn in the sublattice in the wurtzite structure.1

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show that, as Gd concentration in

FIG. 4. PL spectra for (a) Sample A, and B compared to undoped ZnO

grown at different concentrations, (b) Samples D1, D2 and D3 grown at dif-

ferent Pd, (c) as grown and vacuum annealing Gd doped ZnO samples grown

under high pressure Pd¼ 100 mTorr (Sample D3).

FIG. 5. Raman spectra for (a) samples

deposited at different concentrations

(Sample A and B); (b) samples depos-

ited with different pressures (Sample

D1, D2 and D3); (c) annealed and as

grown samples (Sample D3). The inset

shows the magnified range circled by a

yellow dashed line in figs. (a), (b) and

(c) and the green line is the peak fit to

show E2(high) peak shift. The peaks

labelled with (*) are emerged from

the sapphire substrate (the black

spectrum).
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Gd-doped ZnO films decreases, the phonon mode E2(high)

peak shifts toward higher frequencies. The possible mecha-

nisms that can be responsible for such a shift are (i) the biax-

ial strain,48 (ii) phonon localization,49,50 and (iii) laser-

induced heating in materials and tensile strain during Raman

measurements.49,50 As E2(high) peak is expected to shift to

the higher frequency value as the compressive biaxial stress

increases (and c-parameter value decreases), we assume the

unusual shift of E2(high) peak to lower frequencies as c-pa-

rameter decreases in our samples can be due the second

assumption, which is phonon localization by defects, such as

those related to oxygen deficiency,51 zinc excess or surface

impurities, are in line with the PL and XRD measurements,

suggesting that defects related to oxygen deficiency such as

VO accompanied Gd dopants. Furthermore, we excluded the

explanation related to laser-induced heating in materials and

tensile strain during Raman as all samples were measured at

the same time using the same conditions, and the laser power

on the samples was �0.07 mW (to avoid the heating effect).

Therefore, we assume that E2(high) depends on oxygen con-

centration and related defects.51 This assertion is supported

by the PL measurements. Figure 5(b) shows the effect of Pd,

where a slight shift of E2(high) peak to the lower frequencies

for samples deposited at 50 mTorr compared to that depos-

ited at 5 and 100 mTorr can be noted. This phenomenon is

likely due to the combination effect of oxygen concentration

and Gd concentration that are changed by modifying Pd. In

this case, the influence of oxygen-related defects can be

compensated by that of Gd concentration. Figure 5(c) shows

the effect of vacuum annealing. No shift is observed for

E2(high) peak. However, a new peak at 710 cm�1 emerges

and the intensity of the peak at 488 cm�1 increases signifi-

cantly after vacuum annealing under oxygen deficiency con-

ditions. These two peaks are also observed in Sample B

(with higher Gd concentration, 0.404 wt. %), which have

been reported to appear with the inclusion of metallic dop-

ants in ZnO and are enhanced significantly with the anneal-

ing,52,53 which is in line with our results, as shown in Figures

5(a) and 5(c). The peak at 488 cm�1 was reported to be due

to a local vibrational mode of a defect/impurity.52 On the

other hand, the peak at 710 cm�1 may be related to the intrin-

sic defects surrounding Gd ions, which are also present at

higher Gd concentrations (Sample B). VO can be created

when the film is annealed under vacuum and the activation

energy required to develop VO through ZnO is reported to be

�0.06 eV.54 Therefore, we assume that a diffusion of VO

may take place at 350 �C and change the local arrangement

of the atoms surrounding the Gd impurity, causing the

710 cm�1 peak to emerge after annealing under vacuum.47

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the Gd inclusion in ZnO decreases for sam-

ples grown in oxygen-poor conditions. XRD indicates that

ZnO experiences a decrease of the c lattice parameter as the

Gd concentration increases, which was attributed to the for-

mation of Gd-VO and Gd-2VO complexes with the aid of

DFT calculations. PL measurements showed band emission

related to VO for samples grown or annealed under oxygen

deficient conditions. Raman spectroscopy results are consist-

ent with these changes in the oxygen sublattice and a line at

710 cm�1 was tentatively attributed to specific local arrange-

ment surrounding the Gd atom due to VO diffusion. The find-

ings reported in this paper can be important for devices

based on RE-doped ZnO materials.
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